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Replacing Audacity with KWave [3]

KWave has been developed since 1998, yet few have heard of it. I only recently heard of it
myself from writer and podcaster Marcel Gagné while I was setting up to do how-to-videos.
Part of the reason for its obscurity might be that, despite its name, it only recently become an
official KDE project in the last release. However, the major reason for its obscurity is probably
that it has been overshadowed by the better-known Audacity ? which is a pity, because in most
ways, KWave is every bit as useful as an audio editor.
Why would anyone want an Audacity substitute? For one thing, while Audacity is crossplatform, it is not well-integrated into Linux. Audacity handles its own resources, as you can
tell by its lengthy load time. Often, Audacity frequently gives confusing options for input and
playback sources, giving several names to the same device and offering irrelevant front and
back options for mono devices, so that users can only find the one they need through trial and
error. Sometimes, the necessary option for a particular source can change for no apparent each
time Audacity starts.

October updates for the Slackware Plasma5 desktop [4]

There?s been updates to all the major components of the KDE Software Collection (I know
they stopped using that name but I think it is still fitting). So I tasked my build box to compile
hundreds of new packages and today I have for you the October ?17 set of Plasma 5 packages
for Slackware 14.2 and -current. KDE 5_17.10 contains: KDE Frameworks 5.39.0, Plasma
5.11.0 and Applications 17.08.2. All based on Qt 5.9.2 for Slackware-current and Qt 5.7.1 for
Slackware 14.2.
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